Introduction {#Sec1}
============

For many years the notion of a persistently active, long-term memory storage molecule seemed superfluous. Active enzymatic processes were thought to maintain only short-term memory, not long-term memory. This idea was consistent with the view that most molecular signaling events in cells were short-lived. As shown in model systems such as *Aplysia californica*, experiences that produced short-term memory induced strong synaptic stimulation that increased the amounts of short-lived second messengers within neurons to transiently activate protein kinases \[[@CR1]\]. The transient activation of these kinases briefly enhanced synaptic strength to modify the neuronal circuits underlying behavior for a short time. If the stimulation induced by experience was strong enough, some of these signaling molecules would also transiently upregulate gene expression, leading to a brief period of new synthesis of proteins that could support synaptic growth within the circuits \[[@CR2]\]. Once formed, these new synapses were presumed to be stable anatomical structures that would permanently alter the circuits to maintain long-term memory without the requirement for special persistently active memory molecules.

In the mid-1980's, however, three highly creative thinkers, now sadly all departed: Francis Crick, James H. Schwartz, and John Lisman, championed the notion that memory might be maintained by active mechanisms, in particular persistently active protein kinases. All three suggested the possibility that with strong stimulation the kinases that mediate short-term memory could be converted from transiently active, second messenger-dependent forms into persistently active, second messenger-independent forms. These autonomously active enzymes, "cognitive kinases" in Schwartz's phrase \[[@CR3]\], might then sustain enhanced synaptic transmission during persistent forms of memory. Crick proposed a theoretical model involving positive feedback between molecular dimers, analogous to the mechanism for stability of the double helix of DNA \[[@CR4]\]. Schwartz focused on the persistent action of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA), which mediated short-term memory in *Aplysia*, through the degradation of its autoinhibitory regulatory unit. He proposed that this persistence underlies an intermediate-phase of memory between short- and long-term memory \[[@CR5]\].

Lisman's proposal focused on Ca^2+^/calmodulin (CaM)-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), an abundant protein of the PSD of glutamatergic synapses, that built on the earlier biochemical work on CaMKII by Schwartz \[[@CR6]\] and Mary Kennedy \[[@CR7]\]. Schwartz and Kennedy had found that, once CaMKII was activated, its autophosphorylation reduced the enzyme's requirement for Ca^2+^/CaM, converting the kinase into an autonomously active form. Lisman championed the idea that the autophosphorylation of CaMKII on threonine-286 (T286) and the subsequent autonomous activity of the enzyme described by Kennedy maintained LTP, a leading putative physiological substrate of memory in vertebrates \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\].

In the early 1990's, a third kinase, protein kinase C (PKC), was also found to have an autonomously active form. By this time, PKC had been shown not to be the product of a single gene, but a small gene family of \~ 11 isoforms, divided into conventional, novel, and atypical classes \[[@CR10]\]. Most of the PKCs were activated by second messengers that bound to the kinase's regulatory domain, releasing the domain's autoinhibition of the PKC catalytic domain. One of the atypical isoforms, however, termed PKMζ, was an independent PKC catalytic domain that lacked an autoinhibitory regulatory domain, rendering it an autonomously active kinase \[[@CR11]\]. Unlike the other isoforms that were activated only briefly in LTP by transient increases in second messengers such as Ca^2+^ and diacylglycerol, PKMζ persistently increased in LTP maintenance through a protein synthesis-dependent mechanism. PKMζ was formed in neurons from a dedicated dendritic PKMζ mRNA, which normally was translationally repressed and unable to synthesize protein \[[@CR11]--[@CR14]\]. Strong synaptic activity, however, derepressed the PKMζ mRNA, driving de novo synthesis of the autonomously active kinase. Over the years, as interest in LTP as a potential mechanism of memory expanded rapidly, evidence for the roles of both CaMKII and PKMζ in these processes grew \[[@CR15]--[@CR18]\].

Inclusion vs. exclusion of evidence for CaMKII and PKMζ {#Sec2}
=======================================================

In his review, Lisman compares the evidence supporting CaMKII and PKMζ in LTP and memory maintenance, focusing on three criteria that he proposes to identify a maintenance mechanism: *necessity*, *occlusion*, and *erasure* \[[@CR16]\]. He concludes that there are data supporting both kinases, but the evidence for CaMKII is stronger. Lisman's conclusion, however, requires excluding evidence in support of PKMζ from a large number of studies that use the peptide PKMζ-inhibitor ZIP, which mimics the pseudosubstrate inhibition of the PKCζ regulatory domain that is missing from PKMζ. These data were excluded because of ZIP's potential off-target effects \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\], while ignoring the direct electrophysiological evidence to the contrary in the excluded LTP and memory experiments \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\].

To reach his conclusion that ZIP's effects are non-specific, Lisman excluded three sets of data. First, in normal animals, ZIP's ability to reverse LTP and erase long-term memory crucially depends upon the peptide's ability to block the specific mechanism of action by which PKMζ potentiates postsynaptic AMPAR responses \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. PKMζ causes and maintains potentiation of postsynaptic AMPAR responses by a mechanism distinct from CaMKII or other PKCs. Instead of increases in AMPAR unit conductance or exocytosis of the receptor to the plasma membrane, PKMζ maintains synaptic potentiation by decreasing postsynaptic AMPAR endocytosis \[[@CR26], [@CR29]\]. This action of PKMζ, which causes and sustains a doubling of the number of functional AMPAR channels at postsynaptic sites \[[@CR30]\], is mediated specifically by inhibiting GluA2 subunit-dependent endocytosis \[[@CR29]\]. If this GluA2-dependent endocytosis is blocked by the peptide GluR23Y, ZIP has no effect on LTP or long-term memory \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. These results demonstrate that ZIP targets PKMζ's mechanism of action and thus reverses LTP maintenance and erases memory by acting on PKMζ or on a molecule with a very similar action.

Second, ZIP's effects in mutant PKMζ-knock-out mice on LTP and memory \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\] are not due to non-specific effects of the drug, but rather the recruitment in the mutant mice of a different target of drug action than in wild-type mice \[[@CR25]\]. Antisense oligodeoxynucleotides that specifically block new synthesis of PKMζ prevent the formation of late-LTP and long-term memory in wild-type mice, but not in PKMζ-knock-out mice, demonstrating that the maintenance mechanisms in these two genotypes are different. In mice lacking PKMζ, another atypical PKC isoform, PKCι/λ, which like PKMζ is sensitive to ZIP, becomes persistently active in late-LTP and long-term memory to compensate for PKMζ.

Third, bath applications of ZIP block the synaptic potentiation caused by postsynaptic perfusion of PKMζ or PKCι/λ, but not the potentiation induced by phorbol esters, activators of the full-length conventional and novel PKCs, demonstrating selectivity of the agent's action within neurons \[[@CR25]\]. Moreover, in studies that show ZIP's ability to reverse late-LTP maintenance, ZIP has no effect on basal synaptic transmission recorded in slices \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\] or in vivo \[[@CR24], [@CR33], [@CR34]\], or on early-LTP maintenance \[[@CR32]\]. Likewise, in studies that show ZIP's ability to erase established long-term memory, the drug has no effect on short-term memory \[[@CR24]\] (but see \[[@CR35]\]), or on long-term memory that was recently reactivated \[[@CR36]\]. Long-term memories that have recently been recalled may undergo an active reconsolidation process that is sensitive to blockers of consolidation, such as protein synthesis inhibitors \[[@CR37]\], but is resistant to ZIP \[[@CR36], [@CR38]\]. Once the reconsolidation period has ended, ZIP's ability to erase memory returns. This specific effect of ZIP on PKMs/atypical PKCs, late-LTP, and long-term memory maintenance, and not on full-length conventional/novel PKC isoforms or other forms of synaptic plasticity and memory, is difficult to explain by a non-specific effect of ZIP.

In addition, ZIP's inhibitory action on PKMζ can be distinguished from its reported non-specific effects by the use of a scrambled version of the peptide as control. Whereas ZIP blocks the synaptic potentiation induced by postsynaptic perfusion of PKMζ, scrambled ZIP applied at the same doses does not \[[@CR39]\]. In contrast, the non-specific effects reported for ZIP, such as membrane instability and "neuronal silencing," were also reported for scrambled ZIP applied at the same doses as ZIP \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\], thus documenting inappropriate use or handling of the drug in these studies. The appropriate use of scrambled ZIP as a control, which has no effects in most studies of LTP and memory \[[@CR32], [@CR40], [@CR41]\], provides strong necessity and erasure evidence for the maintenance role of PKMζ or a molecule with very closely related properties.

Also excluded from Lisman's review were many studies that used agents other than ZIP to inhibit the action of PKMζ that result in the same reversal of LTP and memory maintenance. These agents include: 1) dominant negative-PKMζ \[[@CR31], [@CR42]\], 2) the inhibitor chelerythrine, which selectively inhibits PKM forms at low doses \[[@CR31]\], and 3) RNAi that suppresses the expression of PKMζ \[[@CR43]\]. RNAi that suppresses the other atypical isoform, PKCι/λ, does not disrupt memory maintenance \[[@CR43]\]. Thus, if the studies using ZIP, chelerythrine, dominant negative-PKMζ, and PKMζ-RNAi had not been excluded from Lisman's review, the evidence supporting PKMζ's central role in LTP and long-term memory maintenance might have been much stronger than for CaMKII.

Inhibiting CaMKII and PKMζ reveals their different roles in synaptic transmission and LTP {#Sec3}
=========================================================================================

Importantly, regardless of the method used, when the effects of inhibiting PKMζ and CaMKII are examined, the results reveal that the two molecules play very different roles in LTP and memory. All inhibitors of PKMζ, including ZIP \[[@CR24], [@CR31]--[@CR34]\], chelerythrine \[[@CR31], [@CR44]\], and dominant negative mutant forms of PKM \[[@CR31], [@CR45]\], reverse the maintenance of late-LTP and other forms of long-term synaptic plasticity without disrupting basal synaptic transmission, recorded either in brain slices or in vivo (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). This ability of PKMζ inhibitors to specifically reverse late-LTP maintenance but not basal transmission or early-LTP maintenance is unique in the literature. Indeed, these experiments were the first to demonstrate that a persistently active molecular mechanism maintains late-LTP and long-term memory storage, and they remain difficult to explain by models of memory storage that are sustained solely by structurally stable synapses.Fig. 1PKMζ and CaMKII inhibition differ in their effects on LTP and basal synaptic transmission. **A**) Above, schematic representation showing PKMζ inhibition reverses late-LTP when inhibitors are applied after late-LTP is established. After the inhibitor is eliminated, the potentiation does not return, indicating PKMζ's role in maintaining late-LTP. Below, in a separate synaptic pathway, PKMζ inhibition has no effect on basal, untetanized synaptic transmission. PKMζ inhibition has no effect on early-LTP maintenance (not shown). **B**) The effects of CaMKII inhibition depend on the mechanism of inhibition. **B1**) Inhibition of CaMKII activity blocks LTP induction (above), but has no effect on LTP maintenance (middle) or basal synaptic transmission (below). **B2**) Disrupting the interaction between CaMKII and NMDAR decreases both early-LTP (above) and basal synaptic transmission (below) with no specificity for potentiated vs. unpotentiated synapses. Elimination of the blockers of CaMKII-NMDAR interaction shows incomplete reversal, indicating an effect on the maintenance of AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission

In contrast to inhibiting PKMζ, inhibiting CaMKII does not specifically reverse LTP maintenance, and the effects of the inhibition depend upon the method by which the CaMKII molecule is affected (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). To understand the various effects of inhibiting CaMKII, it is first important to recognize that there are two models of CaMKII's persistent effects in LTP maintenance --- the original autophosphorylation model proposed by Lisman in 1988 \[[@CR8]\], and a structural model involving translocation of the kinase from cytosol to PSD, shown for a chemical form of LTP in 2004 \[[@CR46]\] and formalized by Lisman in 2013 \[[@CR47]\]. Whereas in his review Lisman conflates the evidence for the two models in support of a role for CaMKII in LTP and memory, the experiments testing the enzymatic and the structural functions of CaMKII yield very different results.

Most recent studies of the role of CaMKII's enzymatic activity use cell-permeable versions of a peptide, CN21, that mimics the sequence of an endogenous CaMKII inhibitor, which at low doses effectively block both the Ca^2+^/CaM-stimulated and the autonomous activity of the enzyme \[[@CR48]\]. These peptides prevent LTP when applied during the strong afferent stimulation that triggers LTP \[[@CR48]--[@CR50]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b1). But these same inhibitors when applied a few minutes after the stimulation have no effect on LTP \[[@CR48]--[@CR50]\]. The most temporally precise measurement used optical stimulation to release the inhibitory action of the peptide and showed LTP blockade when the inhibitor was activated concurrently with strong afferent synaptic stimulation, but no effect when activated \~ 1 min afterward \[[@CR50]\]. These inhibitors applied at doses that effectively block Ca^2+^/CaM-stimulated and autonomous CaMKII activity also have no effect on basal synaptic transmission. Such a transient block of LTP, in which inhibitors prevent LTP when applied during stimulation but lose their efficacy when applied after LTP is established, is characteristic of a role in LTP induction and is identical to the effects of inhibiting many other signaling molecules that have been implicated in LTP induction \[[@CR51]\]. As such, it is strong evidence for the role of CaMKII phosphotransferase activity in LTP induction, but not LTP maintenance.

In addition to its phosphotransferase activity, however, the abundance of CaMKIIα in the PSD (\~ 80 holoenzymes associated with a typical PSD \[[@CR52]\]) suggests that CaMKII may also have a structural role relevant to postsynaptic function. Consistent with this notion, NMDAR activation stimulates both CaMKII autophosphorylation and its translocation from cytosol to the PSD \[[@CR6], [@CR53], [@CR54]\], and it has been suggested that the increased abundance of CaMKII in the PSD may help form physical "slots" for AMPARs \[[@CR47]\]. Moreover, the same C21-based inhibitory peptides that block the enzyme's activity at low doses disrupt CaMKII's interaction with NMDARs in the PSD at higher doses. At these higher doses CN21 disrupts both basal AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission and potentiated synaptic transmission during early-LTP \[[@CR55]--[@CR57]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b2). The effects of the peptide on potentiated and non-potentiated AMPAR responses are equivalent \[[@CR55]--[@CR57]\]. Thus, in contrast to PKMζ, CaMKII's putative structural role has no specificity with respect to maintaining potentiated vs. unpotentiated synapses. Lisman speculates that a chain of molecules extend from the NMDAR-CaMKII complex to delta-catenin, to AMPA-binding protein, and then to AMPARs \[[@CR47]\]. When the structure-disrupting peptide is washed-out, the depressed synaptic response does not fully return to the baseline response (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b2), an effect that Lisman views as crucial evidence for a mnemonic role of CaMKII, but is equally, and perhaps more parsimoniously consistent with a role for CaMKII in maintaining postsynaptic structure.

The disruption of synaptic transmission by CaMKII inhibition influences the interpretation of CaMKII memory "erasure" experiments {#Sec4}
=================================================================================================================================

Because PKMζ inhibitors specifically reverse late-LTP maintenance and do not impair baseline synaptic transmission or early-LTP, PKMζ, or a molecule with very similar properties, is clearly crucial for maintaining late-LTP maintenance. Thus, the selective reversal of only potentiated synapses and not unpotentiated synapses induced by PKMζ inhibitors, as shown both in slices and in vivo, established a paradigm for causally linking LTP maintenance to memory storage by "erasure" experiments \[[@CR24]\].

In contrast, CaMKII structural blockers irreversibly depress basal synaptic transmission and early-LTP maintenance equivalently \[[@CR55]--[@CR57]\]. Therefore, LTP maintenance reversal experiments that rely on CaMKII structural blockade are difficult to interpret because the inhibitors confound the possible role of CaMKII in maintaining LTP and its demonstrable role in maintaining synapse structure and general synaptic transmission. Thus, CaMKII's role in LTP maintenance is unclear.

Analogously, Lisman's recent memory erasure experiments involving overexpression of a dominant negative, K42-mutated form of CaMKII do not provide strong evidence for CaMKII's role in memory maintenance \[[@CR58]\]. In the context of endogenous CaMKII knockdown in neurons that causes a \~ 60% decrease in basal synaptic transmission, overexpression of wild-type CaMKIIα can support basal synaptic transmission, rescuing postsynaptic AMPAR transmission to normal levels \[[@CR59]\]. In contrast, K42-mutants of CaMKIIα cannot support basal synaptic transmission \[[@CR59]\]. Likewise, overexpression in neurons of K42-mutated CaMKIIα acts as a dominant negative mutation by inducing a general reduction in synaptic transmission by nearly 50% \[[@CR60]\], similar to the reduction of strength of both potentiated and unpotentiated synapses observed with applications of the CaMKII-NMDAR blocking peptide. Such a non-specific reduction of synaptic transmission is likely to disrupt the function of pre-existing functional networks of neurons that are thought to maintain long-term memories. The non-specific reduction should prevent the expression of memory that was previously stored in the functional network, potentially without affecting the capacity of the newly reconfigured network to acquire new memories. The same pattern of impaired memory and spared learning in water maze tasks has been observed after temporary inactivation or permanent lesion of 40% of hippocampus \[[@CR61], [@CR62]\]. Thus, similar to the observations of depressed synaptic transmission in hippocampal neurons after K42-mutated CaMKIIα overexpression, the effects of K42-mutated CaMKIIα overexpression in behaving animals are most parsimoniously attributed to structural impairment of normal synaptic transmission in hippocampal circuitry rather than to a specific impairment of memory maintenance.

Overexpression of CaMKII mutants and PKMζ {#Sec5}
=========================================

As another criterion, Lisman asserts that overexpression of maintenance molecules predicts saturation of synaptic transmission and loss of memory, but this is not necessarily the case. First, in contrast to early-LTP, which shows no further enhancement with repeated tetanization (i.e., saturation), late-LTP, the putative storage mechanism of long-term memory, does not saturate with repeated tetanization \[[@CR63]\]. Indeed, saturation of LTP in awake rats fails to impair acquisition and recall of water maze memory, if the rats first learn the water maze task, explicitly demonstrating Lisman's assertion is not necessarily the case \[[@CR64]\].

In this light, the precise nature of the overexpressed kinase and the method of overexpression must be carefully considered when interpreting overexpression experiments. In contrast to postsynaptic perfusion of PKMζ that is sufficient to mimic and occlude LTP \[[@CR25], [@CR30], [@CR31]\], viral overexpression of PKMζ in neurons enhances only a subset of synapses \[[@CR65], [@CR66]\], and most of the overexpressed PKMζ appears to be excluded from synaptic sites \[[@CR67]\]. Additional NMDAR stimulation of the synapses allows overexpressed PKMζ to translocate to the PSD \[[@CR67]\], in a process possibly related to PKMζ's role as a "plasticity-related protein" (PRP) \[[@CR32]\] during synaptic tagging \[[@CR68]\]. This \"capture\" of PRPs by activated ("tagged") synapses may be the mechanism by which viral overexpression of PKMζ enhances long-term memory, which has been observed in several tasks \[[@CR42], [@CR69], [@CR70]\].

Likewise, overexpression of wild-type CaMKIIα or mutated, pseudo-T286-phosphorylated forms of CaMKIIα (T286D mutations) does not cause synaptic potentiation \[[@CR71], [@CR72]\]. This is because T286 is not the only site on CaMKII that undergoes autophosphorylation after Ca^2+^/CaM stimulation. T305 and T306 also autophosphorylate, but their effects are to inhibit CaMKII activity \[[@CR72], [@CR73]\]. Only overexpression of T305A/T306A mutations, such as CaMKIIα T286D/T305A/T306A that both mimics T286 autophosphorylation and prevents the reduction in activity by T305/T306 autophosphorylation, causes synaptic potentiation \[[@CR59], [@CR72]\].

Lisman's recent occlusion experiments used overexpression of this mutant T286D/T305A/T306A version of CaMKIIα, engineered to simulate persistent activation of the kinase that is also immune to deactivation \[[@CR58]\]. This overexpression caused amnesia \[[@CR58]\], but what it means is unclear. This is because, although overexpression of T286D/T305A/T306A mutated CaMKIIα may simulate persistent activation of the kinase, inhibition of the kinase's activity does not impair the maintenance of either LTP, as discussed above, or long-term memory \[[@CR48], [@CR50]\], making it unlikely that CaMKII activation actually persists in LTP and long-term memory.

Indeed, the overexpression within neurons of CaMKIIα containing the T305A/T306A mutations without the T286D mutation causes synaptic potentiation that is rapidly reversed by acute applications of NMDAR antagonists \[[@CR59]\]. These findings suggest that once T286 of CaMKII undergoes autophosphorylation within neurons, the persistence of this autophosphorylation is not maintained without continual Ca^2+^/CaM stimulation \[[@CR59]\]. Because neither LTP maintenance nor long-term memory storage is reversed by acute applications of NMDAR antagonists \[[@CR74]\], the persistent synaptic potentiation by CaMKII overexpression and the physiological processes of LTP and memory appear to be mechanistically distinct.

Are the actions of PKMζ and CaMKII in LTP and memory persistent? {#Sec6}
================================================================

If occlusion experiments are difficult to interpret, and the effects of CaMKII structural inhibitors on LTP and memory are confounded by their general disruption of synaptic transmission, how might one further evaluate PKMζ and CaMKII as memory maintenance molecules? An additional criterion for a maintenance mechanism might be helpful --- *persistence*.

Persistence is the hallmark of PKMζ's action during LTP maintenance --- the increase in the autonomously active kinase lasts for hours in hippocampal slices \[[@CR12], [@CR25]\]. Recently, persistent increases in PKMζ have been examined in various forms of long-term memory. In the hippocampus, these experience-induced increases last for at least a week following trace conditioning \[[@CR43]\] and for at least a month following spatial conditioning \[[@CR75]\]. In neocortex, the persistence of PKMζ increases can vary in different layers and regions, lasting for at least 40 days in the output layer 5 of motor cortex during the long-term storage of skilled motor memory \[[@CR38]\].

In contrast to the persistent increase of PKMζ in LTP, the increase in the autonomous activity of CaMKII in LTP is transient, lasting at most a few minutes after the afferent synaptic tetanization that induces LTP, as measured by either biochemical assays of endogenous CaMKII \[[@CR76]\] or by changes in the signal of a fluorescent version of CaMKII \[[@CR77]\]. This brief duration of CaMKII activation after stimulation is in line with the \~ 1 min time-window of the efficacy of CaMKII inhibitors, as discussed above \[[@CR48], [@CR50]\].

In contrast to the very short-lived increase of autonomous CaMKII activity, CaMKII translocation to the PSD has been reported to last \~ 1 h following chemically induced LTP \[[@CR46]\]. This time course is consistent with a role in early-LTP, and thus, further work is required to examine whether the translocation persists into late-LTP maintenance or occurs during long-term memory storage in vivo.

Do the PKMζ and CaMKII models integrate the actions of other molecules implicated in late-LTP and long-term memory? {#Sec7}
===================================================================================================================

Lastly, one might also consider whether the models for the persistent action of PKMζ and CaMKII are integrated with the many other signaling molecules implicated in LTP. Do the models help to explain and even predict experimental data on the molecular mechanisms of all phases of LTP: *induction*, *expression*, and *maintenance*?

LTP *induction* is triggered by Ca^2+^ influx through activated NMDARs, which then stimulates multiple signal transduction pathways. The persistent increase of PKMζ protein through the upregulation of PKMζ mRNA translation in LTP requires many of these transient, early signaling events, including NMDAR, CaMKII, ERK, PKA, and mTOR activation, BDNF signaling, and actin filament formation \[[@CR11], [@CR78]--[@CR80]\]. In contrast, CaMKII autophosphorylation requires only increased intracellular Ca^2+^ through the activated NMDAR to bind to CaM \[[@CR8]\]. CaMKII translocation from cytosol to PSD is also triggered by NMDAR activation \[[@CR46]\], but it is not known whether other downstream signaling mechanisms including new protein synthesis are required. Furthermore, it is unclear precisely how CaMKII-NMDAR structural associations lead to increased AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission.

The mechanism of *expression* by which PKMζ enhances postsynaptic AMPAR responses during late-LTP is through stabilizing GluA2-containing AMPARs and decreasing GluA2-mediated endocytosis \[[@CR26], [@CR29], [@CR66]\]. These findings led to the discovery that agents that destabilize postsynaptic GluA2 can also disrupt established late-LTP and long-term memory \[[@CR29], [@CR81]\], and, conversely, that inhibitors of AMPAR endocytosis not only block the amnestic effects of ZIP \[[@CR26]\], but also, when applied by themselves, prolong LTP and long-term memory maintenance \[[@CR82]--[@CR84]\]. Further work will be required to see if the models of CaMKII persistence have equivalent explanatory and predictive powers.

Finally, as discussed above, late-LTP *maintenance* is reversed by all known PKMζ inhibitors, and early-LTP and basal synaptic transmission are not affected by these agents. This specific action on late-LTP maintenance and not early-LTP or basal synaptic transmission is not explained by the CaMKII autophosphorylation or structural models. Conversely, however, the ability of CaMKII activity inhibitors to suppress LTP induction can be explained by observations that CaMKII activity is required to induce new PKMζ synthesis \[[@CR78]\]. Likewise, CaMKII's structural role may be important in maintaining the postsynaptic neurotransmission that PKMζ modulates in late-LTP.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

When the criteria of *necessity*, *occlusion*, *erasure*, and *persistence* are examined in detail, the cumulative evidence strongly supports the persistent action of PKMζ as a core molecular mechanism of late-LTP and long-term memory maintenance. CaMKII appears to have two roles: an enzymatic role that is essential for the induction of LTP, and a structural role involving interaction with the NMDAR that maintains synaptic transmission regardless of the state of potentiation. Further work will be required to evaluate whether this structural role of CaMKII is also: 1) one of several transient, post-translational mechanisms upregulated in early-LTP, 2) an expression mechanism of late-LTP and long-term memory, downstream of maintenance by PKMζ, or 3) as Lisman proposed, a maintenance mechanism of a form of synaptic plasticity, independent of PKMζ. A fundamental difference between the molecules is that CaMKII structural inhibitors generally disrupt AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission, including basal transmission, whereas PKMζ inhibitors specifically disrupt only potentiated synaptic transmission during late-LTP. Thus, one scenario that remains to be fully investigated is that CaMKII maintains the synaptic plasticity involving the initial "AMPAfication" of NMDAR-only, "silent" synapses that occurs during development, and PKMζ maintains further potentiation of only a few of these NMDAR/AMPAR-containing synapses to sparsely encode and store information acquired during learning and experience. With John gone, we hope someone picks up his mantle to explore these and other possibilities.
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